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ABSTRACT: Recent literature on material flow analysis has been focused on quantitative
characterization of past material flows. Fewer analyses exist on past and prospective
quantification of stocks of materials in-use. Some of these analyses explore the composition
of products’ stocks, but a focus on the characterization of material stocks and its relation
with service delivery is often neglected. We propose the use of the methods of human
demography to characterize material stocks, defined herein as stock demographics,
exploring the insights that this approach could provide for the sustainable management of
materials. We exemplify an application of stock demographics by characterizing the
composition and service delivery of iron, steel, and aluminum stocks of cars in Great
Britain, 2002−2012. The results show that in this period the stock has become heavier, it is
traveling less, and it is idle for more time. The visualization of material stocks’ dynamics
demonstrates the pace of product replacement as a function of its usefulness and enables
the formulation of policy interventions and the exploration of future trends.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many human activities depend on services provided by stocks
of materials in the form of products:1 transportation requires
vehicles, shelter is provided by buildings, and production is
enabled by machines. These stocks result from the accumu-
lation of material over time, and this production drives key
environmental impacts.2 Global physical constraints require the
promotion of resource efficiency and the minimization of
greenhouse gas emissions.1−3 Pursuing these objectives could
be facilitated by enhanced knowledge on the composition of
material stocks and their relation to service delivery.
Material flow analysis has been used extensively to

characterize the transformation of materials along supply
chains. Most material flow analyses are static, describing a
system for a particular time period, usually one year, and have
been used for various purposes: (i) identifying opportunities for
efficiency improvements;2 (ii) assessing risks, either by
evaluating the degree of environmental exposure across the
supply chain4 or by anticipating the consequences of a demand
or supply shock;5 (iii) obtaining aggregate indicators on
changes to the physical structure of socioeconomic systems.6,7

In contrast to life cycle analyses, which are focused on products,
material flow analyses examine flows from raw materials
through end-use products to end-of-life scrap.
Few analyses account for stocks of materials. Chen and

Graedel8 and Müller et al.9 summarize the two main
approaches used to estimate stocks: (i) a top-down approach
that uses information on material flows over a significant time
period; (ii) a bottom-up approach that uses information on the
number of physical units by product and their material
composition. Bottom-up approaches enable a static analysis,
such as Tanikawa et al.10 who predict construction stocks in
Japan from inventories of physical units and estimate their
material composition, allowing Fishman et al.11 to identify the

socioeconomic drivers of material accumulation. Wang et al.12

have also used a bottom-up approach to quantify iron and steel
stocks by product categories for China in 2000 and 2010. Top-
down approaches allow dynamic analyses that account for past
material accumulations and examine trends. This information is
often used for prediction.
Dynamic approaches have been used by Müller et al.13 who

consider the relationship between service delivery and stocks
and flows of wood in Switzerland by modeling the cohort
composition of each stock over time. Müller14 has also used this
method to examine past trends and to forecast future cement
flows for housing in The Netherlands. The modeling
approaches used by these two analyses have also been used
for other products, materials, and metrics of service delivery.
Sandberg and Brattebø15 and Sandberg et al.16 anticipate future
buildings stocks in Norway and predict the energy and material
flows required to deliver them. Hu et al.17 examine steel in
Chinese residential buildings from 1900 to 2100, considering
the floor area as a service metric. More recently, Sandberg and
Brattebø15 have updated this metric to heated floor area,
estimating the use-phase energy requirements of the building
stock. For infrastructure, Busch et al.18 model the composition
of stocks of critical materials over time. For several products,
Pauliuk et al.19 have provided estimates on Chinese steel
demand and scrap availability over the 21st century, distinguish-
ing between four product categories (construction, trans-
portation, machinery, appliances, and other) and assuming
average lifetimes for each category.
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Müller’s modeling approaches13,14 have also been used to
examine stocks of vehicles. Modaresi et al.20 consider the global
fleet of passenger cars, examining scenarios with different
material compositions and vehicle weights and predicting their
impacts on recycling; Løvik et al.21 characterize the
composition of different aluminum alloys. Oguchi and Fuse22

estimate the distribution of cars’ lifespan for 17 countries,
highlighting the need to model products’ lifetime accurately.
Recently, Pauliuk and Müller1 recognized the role of stocks in
providing services and demonstrated that decoupling service
from stock and stock from throughput has a substantial
emissions savings potential. Using the Chinese passenger car
fleet as a case study, Pauliuk and Müller1 have examined the
effect of changing consumer behavior (by changing the demand
for services provided by the car fleet) in future flows and stocks
of steel. Existing vehicle fleet models are capable of modeling
effects on air quality and transportation planning, by
considering the composition of stock, service delivery, and
vehicle emissions at different geographical scales.23,24

The analyses above provide compelling insights into past and
prospective product and material flows and stocks, and their
environmental impacts. This has also been the case for some
integrated assessment models, which have been used
extensively for policy analysis, although these models often
do not comply with the principles of mass balance and they
have not been focused on material composition of stocks.25

Most existing dynamic material flow analyses model the cohort
composition of stocks over time, and some of them explore the
relationship between stocks and service delivery.14 However, a
representation of material stocks’ performance, exploring the
patterns of use of stocks, has barely been explored. Such a
representation may give insights about the pace of product
replacement as a function of its usefulness and hence enable the
formulation of policy interventions aimed at minimizing the
demand for new material production.
Human demography is a long-established science that studies

the composition of populations, their age distribution,
dynamics, wealth, and productivity. Demography has been
used for decision-making by public and private sectors,

addressing problems as diverse as the identification of health
risk, the sustainability of welfare systems, urban planning, or
even market analysis.26−29 The objectives of human demog-
raphy are similar to the characterization of material stocks,
despite their different contexts. To explore this similarity, in this
paper we employ the methods of human demography for
material stocks and define this as stock demographics. We
explore a representation of material stocks’ composition and
examine their implications for service delivery over time. We
start with a brief review of the main applications of human
demography and ask how demographic methods could be used
to characterize material stocks (section 2). Data on passenger
cars in Great Britain and the service they provide allow us to
demonstrate the use of stock demographics for cars (section 3).
These results and their implications are discussed in section 4.

2. EMPLOYING HUMAN DEMOGRAPHY FOR
MATERIAL POPULATIONS

In this section we review the main applications of human
demography (section 2.1), discuss the metrics used to
characterize stocks and their services (section 2.2), and examine
how demography can be used to characterize material stocks
(section 2.3). This is demonstrated by assessing the stock of
cars in Great Britain. The required methods and data sources
are described in section 2.4 and results presented in section 3.

2.1. Applications of Human Demography. Human
demography is the study of the structure and composition of
human populations. Swanson et al.27 define applied demog-
raphy as a science oriented for decision-making that can inform
specific policy questions. The uses of applied demography have
been diverse, originally focused on the sustainability of social
security schemes and now spanning from the planning of urban
and transport developments to the analysis of market
segmentation or employees’ turnover.28 Murdock and
Swanson29 describe the use of demography to solve problems
of human health. As human populations become more diverse
and grow older, the assessment of the demographic character-
istics that increase exposure to health risks allows identification
of adequate responses.

Figure 1. Representation of stock composition by age and ranges of service performance.
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Keyfitz26 identifies age as the main characteristic variable of
population analyses and concludes that demography is much
concerned with examining the effects of age distribution.
Besides age, demography applications often involve the
estimation of more complex characteristics such as birthplace,
ethnicity, level of education, or income. Applied demography
analyses entail the study of how these characteristics are related
for a population or a particular cohort.
Could we employ the methods that human demography uses

to assess populations for characterizing in-use material stocks?
In the next section we explore the metrics used to characterize
material stocks the service they deliver, and in section 2.3 we
evaluate the merits of this proposal.
2.2. Characterizing Material Stocks. Like human

populations, stocks comprise individual components (such as
products), each providing some level of service. There is thus
heterogeneity in stock composition and performance that
reflects the diversity of use patterns and age of individual
products. These are essential variables to assess stock dynamics,
because they characterize the pace of product replacement as a
function of usefulness. New product purchasing, imports and
exports, vintage, and end-of-life have their demography
counterparts as birth, migration, aging, and death, respectively.
So, how could we use demography’s approaches to characterize
stock composition and service delivery?
Stock demographics should characterize individual stock

components by their age. Graphical representation, similar to
demographic pyramids, allows characterization of changes in
the age of each cohort over time (right-hand side of Figure 1).
Material stocks are usually measured in units of mass.

However, the ontological dissimilarity between accumulated
mass and their uses prevents the use of the same units to
measure stocks and the services they provide. Besides, different
services require different units. Thus, stock and service metrics
can only be coupled by intensity measures, such as the ratio of
service delivery to stock, which has previously been named
inconsistently in the literature and defined henceforth as stock
performance:

=stock performance
service delivery

stock (1)

Service delivery can be represented on a stock composition
pyramid by adding different colors for ranges of service
delivery, as shown in Figure 1. The left-hand side of the
proposed representation characterizes service delivery for each
cohort broken down into different ranges of stock performance.

2.3. Using Stock Demographics for Sustainable
Management of Materials. Stock demographics enables
the characterization of stocks’ composition, their performance,
and age. However, how can this approach provide useful
insights for mitigating environmental harm in the management
of material flows and stocks?
Environmental impacts are generated during the use,

production, and end-of-life phases of a product’s life. Enhanced
knowledge of how stocks provide services to their users and
how this evolves over time allows a better understanding of
stocks’ dynamics and may be able to estimate future material
flows and their impacts.
Thompson and Lewis30 distinguish three main types of

human population pyramids: expansive, for young and growing
populations; constrictive, for populations with decreasing
reproduction rates; stationary, for populations with cohorts of
similar sizes. These pyramids reveal different population
dynamics, whose interpretation can be applied to characterize
stocks. A simultaneous representation of the size (pyramid in
the right-hand side of Figure 1), service delivery (colors in the
right-hand side of Figure 1), and a breakdown by ranges of
stock performance (left-hand side of Figure 1) for each cohort
enable the characterization of the impact of product age on
service delivery. Table 1 exemplifies the insights given by some
typical examples of stock demographics’ pyramids.

2.4. Stock Demographics of Cars in Great Britain. The
availability of data on the car fleet in Great Britain allows us to
exemplify the use of stock demographics. This is achieved by
compiling data on stock composition (section 2.4.1) and
service delivery (section 2.4.2).

2.4.1. Characterizing Stock Composition. The size and
composition of the stock of cars was obtained from the vehicle
licensing statistics31 that provide the number of licensed cars in
Great Britain by year of first registration (details can be found
in the Supporting Information file). Data on the material
composition of cars is scarce and mainly available for new
models for the USA. CAR32 and Keoleian and Sullivan33

Table 1. Examples of Stock Demographics’ Pyramids, Using the Representation of Figure 1a

aRed, orange, green, and blue represent very high, high, low, and very low levels of stock performance, respectively.
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present data on the average material composition of USA cars
for new models registered in 1985, 1990, 1995, 2000, and 2009.
Despite significant differences in average curb weight and
engine capacity for American cars, the global automotive
market results in similar safety standards and accessories
worldwide for each year. For this reason, the material
composition shares of USA cars were used as a proxy for the

British average. This approach has also been used by Modaresi
et al.,20 who have identified iron, steel, and aluminum as the
materials that drive most of curb mass and whose production is
associated with the highest production greenhouse gases
emissions.
The International Council on Clean Transportation Europe

publishes annually average statistics on new cars registered in

Figure 2. Stock demographics of cars in Great Britain in 2002, 2007, and 2012.
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each European Union country.34 In particular their statistics on
the average mass of new cars allow us to estimate the average
curb weight of the entire fleet from 2002 to 2012.
These references on material composition and weight of new

vehicles have provided data for our estimate of the material
composition of the car fleet. Average curb weight of new cars
was obtained from ICCT35 statistics for new cars in the UK
from 2001 to 2012, subtracting 75 kg for the driver. Average
material composition was obtained from CAR32 for 1985 and
1990, and from Keoleian and Sullivan33 for 1995, 2000, and
2009. Missing values were obtained by linear interpolation.
Other interpolation methods could have been used, but the
impact of a different method on results is likely to be small,
because the changes between each of these intervals are smaller
than 10%. Average material composition was obtained using the

curb weight and composition estimates for new cars described
above and the characterization of stock composition by year of
registration described previously. The full data set of material
composition and curb weight estimates is presented in detail in
the Supporting Information.

2.4.2. Accounting for Service Delivery. Existing analyses on
transportation services use distance traveled36 or the product of
vehicle occupancy and distance traveled37 as the main metrics
of service delivery. These metrics have different foci: vehicle km
is centered on product performance, whereas passenger km is
centered on people’s transportation. In this analysis, distance
traveled per vehicle is used, although stock demographics can
be employed regardless of the nature of stock or the service
metric used. Service delivery by car and vehicle age were
estimated from the National Travel Survey.38

Figure 3. Car stock composition and miles driven by curb weight, mass of iron and steel components, and mass of aluminum for Great Britain in
2002, 2007 and 2012.
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Service characterization followed the framework proposed in
section 2.3. This representation implies (i) the definition of car
age categories, (ii) and the definition of ranges of stock
performance. Only four levels of service have been defined to
facilitate the readability of the resulting graphs: cars traveling
less than 5000 mi/year, between 5000 and 12000 mi/year,
between 12000 mi/year and 18000 mi/year, and 18000 mi/year
or more. Car age categories have been disaggregated as much as
available data allowed, resulting in yearly categories up to the
age of 17, beyond which older cars have been aggregated.
Details on the calculation of distance traveled by car age
category can be found in the Supporting Information. The
characterization of cars described here enabled the visualization
of stock demographics, which is presented in the next section.

3. VISUALIZING THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF CARS IN
GREAT BRITAIN

The proposed representation of stock demographics can be
shown in terms of the number of units or in terms of the curb
mass and its individual materials. These are shown in the
following two sections.
3.1. Stock Demographics: Number of Units. Figure 2

shows the service delivery and composition of cars in Great
Britain for 2002, 2007, and 2012. Individual graphs for each
year from 2002 to 2012 can be found in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 2 illustrates the changes in the composition of the car

fleet and service delivery over this period. The right-hand side
of the diagram evolves from an expansive pyramid in 2002 to a
constrictive pyramid in 2012, when the stock of cars was older
and midage cars became the most common cohort. The left-
hand side of the diagrams show the heterogeneity of service
delivery, as a higher share of younger cars is used for high
mileages. The distribution of stock performance for each cohort
seems to be stable from 2002 to 2012, despite significant
changes in the composition of stock. Given the above, stock
aging resulted in a decrease in the overall stock performance, so
that the average distance traveled per year per vehicle decreased
from 14 600 km in 2002 to 13 300 km in 2012. In 2012 the
stock of cars is bigger but is used less intensively.
3.2. Stock Demographics: Mass of Materials. Figure 3

shows the evolution of total curb weight and for the stock of
iron, steel, and aluminum in 2002, 2007, and 2012. As an
example, the breakdown of material cohort by annual miles
driven is shown, although other features or service units could
have been represented.
The results (described in detail in the Supporting

Information) show that average curb weight of the fleet has
increased from 2002 to 2012. The stock of iron and steel
evolves from an expansive to a constrictive pyramid in 2007 and
2012, because there was a decrease in the mass of these
materials in new cars. This is a joint consequence of a decrease
in the number of new cars and a decrease in the share of iron
and steel in the total weight of new cars, despite an increase in
the curb weight. The stock of aluminum becomes older but
exhibits a profile different from that of iron and steel. It evolves
from an expansive pyramid in 2002 to stationary (rather than
constrictive) pyramids in 2007 and 2012. This demonstrates
that new aluminum was added to stock, as a joint consequence
of an increase in curb weight and an increased aluminum
content in new cars, despite a decrease in the number of new
cars added to the stock.

4. DISCUSSION

The results presented in section 3 suggest that cars in Great
Britain have more iron, steel, and aluminum and are heavier
now than in the past. Current policies, such as the mandatory
emissions reduction targets for new cars set by the European
Union,39 are focused on reducing the use-phase emissions of
cars. This policy requires a substantial reduction in the average
emissions of the fleet by 2021 but fails to promote a reduction
in the average weight of the fleet. Reducing the mass of the
vehicle while providing the same service could simultaneously
promote emissions reductions and energy and emissions
savings upstream in material production.
Cars are traveling less and are idle for more time: more metal

is delivering less transportation service, and its intensity of use
is decreasing. On average, in 2002 each car traveled 14 600 km
and was used for only 6 h and 20 min per week. In 2012 the
average distance was shortened to 13 300 km and the intensity
of use decreased to 5 h and 40 min per week. Currently, 15 Mt
of carbon dioxide emissions are produced globally to supply the
UK annual demand for vehicles,40 so there is a potential for
substantial emissions savings as a result of policies aimed at
increasing the intensity of use of cars, while reducing the need
for new vehicles. Such policies could include the following:
higher tax on car ownership, increased parking charges, or
incentivise shared ownership and autonomous driving.
Only a small fraction of cars is used for a high mileage.

Existing stock performance could be enhanced, also contribu-
ting to reducing the demand for new vehicles and their
manufacturing impacts. Policies aimed at promoting lifetime
extension, such as encouraging repair and maintenance or
increased scrappage charging, could simultaneously reduce the
demand for new and potentially heavier cars and counteract the
recent declining distance traveled by older cars. In 2012 most
cars used for midrange mileage were aged 5 to 10 years, which
suggests that consumer behavior may not be a significant
barrier for the extension of this range of performance beyond
this age, provided conditions for vehicles’ lifetime extension are
promoted.
Most cars have consistently been scrapped between 10 and

13 years old. Stock demographics shows us the recent trends in
cars’ lifetime, which are helpful to estimate the future supply of
cars for scrap and recycling. Stock demographics also enables
the assessment of the effects of policy interventions (such as the
promotion of lifetime extension) on the demand for new
material flows and the future availability of end-of-life materials.
The evolution of iron and steel stocks (Figure 3) suggests an
absolute loss in the future stock. Thus, significant amounts of
iron and steel scrap are expected to become available over the
next decade from end-of-life cars, provided vehicle lifetimes are
maintained.
Gutowski et al.41 and Allwood et al.2 have confirmed that

significant efforts to address material efficiency and material
demand reduction are required to deliver global greenhouse
gases emissions targets. Dynamic material flow analyses may
benefit from highlighting the material stock−service relation-
ship, informing the impact that changes in products’ service
delivery may have in their rate of replacement. Stock
demographics provides a consistent framework for assessing
the merits of different options aimed at reducing demand for
new materials, by means of a visualization tool that represents
the heterogeneity of material composition and service delivery,
and reflects the diversity of patterns of use and age over time.
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Stock demographics can be developed beyond the example
presented in this paper for assessing either other stocks of cars
or stocks of other products, provided there are estimates of
material composition, an inventory of its change over time, and
the service provided. Compiling such data may be challenging,
but refining stock demographics analyses may reveal new
potentials. A more refined categorization of the stock of cars,
e.g., by assessing more materials or by exploring the
demographics at a brand, model, or fuel type level, could
provide more detailed insights. A refined assessment of the
demographics of various material grades, shapes, or alloying
elements may provide relevant insights on the dynamics of
materials with specific properties and different recycling
potentials. Such information may support investment in scrap
handling techniques and increased value for the upcoming
recycled material. Another potential improvement would be a
breakdown of each cohort by new additions and removals from
the previous period. This would provide enhanced information
on stock dynamics and enable the simultaneous representation
of material flows and stocks, for example with Sankey diagrams
and demographic pyramids. Such information would distin-
guish new materials used for maintenance of existing stock
(e.g., a new car bought to replace an old one) from absolute
expansion or contraction.
The use of stock demographics has some limitations. This

approach requires comprehensive data availability on material
composition and service delivery, and further insights depend
on further data refinement on product categories, materials,
grades, shapes, and services. Such data is required for each age
cohort and over time. The need for service data is also an
important limitation, because service metrics depend on each
product and its function. Some products are used to provide a
single function, but others may provide a vast set of services,
each of them requiring a different unit. Also, some services may
not be directly quantified. These cases would require the
definition of meaningful proxies or indexes of aggregated
service metrics.
The evolution of the composition of stocks of a product may

also be useful to examine the dynamics of early adoption or
phasing-out stages. However, stock demographics is only
capable of providing insights for established products, so that
purchasing and replacement dynamics can be anticipated. For
these cases, stock demographics can provide a representation of
the evolution of material stocks, but more comprehensive
information is required to anticipate stocks’ dynamics.
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